Abstract: What is the place of the classical past and its study in Italy, a classical countr y whose roots reach back to antiquity, but has existe d as an independent nation onl y since 1860? T his essay (to be published in S. Stephen and P. Vasunia eds., Classics and National Cultures, OUP) explores this question thro ugh analysis of a historical novel set in ancient Greek South Ital y and written by a founder of Ital ian Risorgimento. Cuoco' s turn to t he past in order to buil d a m odern Italian identity is caught between European Helle nism and alternative ancient pasts of Italy . Moreover, as Cuoco co-opted Italian scholarship to bestow au thority on hi s vision, a new relationship between classical scholars and natio nal past e merged: scholars study , shape and preserve the nation's antiquity , but become at th e sa me ti me, to an extent, the mselves cultural patrimony.
The lines above are the first words spoken in the 2000 movie Pane e Tulipani (Bread and Tulips) . 1 The movie opens at Paestum, the site established by Greek settlers in the VIth century BCE on the Italian shore 60 miles south of Naples. The titles are in capital red fonts against a blue background; this same background becomes the blue sky as the camera descends to focus on one of the three temples of Paestum, that of Athena.
The temple is shot from the right at an upwards angle, the same perspective from which this extremely well-preserved example of archaic Greek Doric architecture from ca. 510
BCE appears in numerous illustrations in art books and tourist postcards. The impression of stillness conveyed by the static frame is enhanced by the background noise that reproduces the sound of the Mediterranean noon summer hours -the cicadas singing in the intense heat when Pan roams and nature turns still. Slowly another sound emerges, that of indistinct human conversation and footsteps, and from the lower left angle of the frame a group of people climbs the path to the temple and thus transforms the still image into a moving one. With them the viewer enters the temple and the limited palette of the first frame -the white, blue and green of stone, sky and grass -gives way to a multitude of colors of hats, clothes and various gadgets. As the group morphs from a disorderly line to a loose circle listening to the guide who delivers the words quoted above, one recognizes a scene made familiar in the last 300 years, starting with paintings of the Grand Tour and reaching to images of contemporary mass tourism. The tourists are bystanders -distracted, bored, tired and hot; the speaker's job (and in this movie the man is an actual Paestum guide playing himself) is to establish a connection with the monuments and the past. The guide is a cicerone, not quite a scholar, as revealed by his words: "We are now inside the temple of Cereres. Scholars however believe that it was dedicated to the goddess Athena." This guide is well suited to deal with interruptions such as Mimmo's and to engage such distracted audiences, in this case an Italian one. His rhetoric, appealing to their national roots, might not make them look any more genuinely interested but wins their final applause.
The film as a whole won applause with public and critics alike -some lauding it as a simple romantic comedy, others reading more complex statements in it. 2 Hailed as a sign of a renaissance in the Italian film industry, the movie succeeded in making powerful filmic moments out of features of contemporary Italian daily life. In the first minutes the camera lingers significantly on apparently banal scenes: 'cultural trips' on buses sponsored by companies whose employers sell kitchenware during the ride between sites; conversations about merits of different cell phone models; and queuing dynamics at the coffee counter of the service station. Beyond these visual statements lie deeper motifs. Already in the opening scene, but also as the setting moves to Venice lurk the themes of regional divisions between North and South, the tensions underlying consumerism and tourism (the latter an industry by and large sustained by the work of immigrants) and the contradictions of patriarchy and alternative female worlds. The main character is Rosalba, the wife of Mimmo who interrupts the guide in the first scene.
When this housewife long-neglected by indifferent husband and sons, is inadvertently left behind by the group bus at the service station on the way from Paestum to Rome, she first plans to hitchhike back home to Pescara but then somehow accepts rides to Venice, a place she has never visited before, where she finds a new way of life working for an anarchic florist. The theme of Italian regional diversity is further reflected, for example, in the many dialectal accents spoken in the movie, which sharply and paradoxically 2 See Scott (2001) versus Luciano (2002). contrast to the single example of literary and elegant Italian eloquence: the speech of the middle-aged waiter, an ex-convict of Icelandic origins, with whom Rosalba falls in love. Borra and Pausini (2003) 99-110. 4 See Ban ti (2000), Banti and Bizzocchi (2002) , Patriarca (2001) and (2 005), Banti and Ginsborg (2007) , all of whom credit as precursor the work of Giulio Bollati (1972) and (1983) . 5 See particularly Patriarca (2005 Polverini (1990 Polverini ( ), (1998 and (2002), Barbanera and Terran ato (1998) , Brice (2001) , Salmeri (2001) , Bignamini (2004) , Ceserani and Milanese (2007) . 9 Momigliano (1988) Sansone (1966 ), Cerasuolo (1987 , Themelly (1990) , Casini (1993) and Andreoni (2003 ) 137-244. Crucial are De Francesco (2006 and Andreoni (2006) . 11 See for example Tessitore (2002) . 12 Banti (2000) How did an interest in the past fit into Cuoco's political life? As different as they might seem, the novel and the essay were in fact deeply connected. 16 The Essay argued that the Neapolitan revolution had failed because the revolutionaries' political and cultural project ultimately remained foreign to the people of Naples. Cuoco (1924 Cuoco ( ) 337, (1999 Cuoco ( ) 166 and (2007 187. 23 On mAnacharsis see Guerci (1979 ) 273-6, Vidal-Naquet (1995 ) 9-16, Hartog (2001 Andreoni (2003) 137-244. grandfather, the preface explains, discovered the ancient text in 1774 during foundational work for a countryside estate to be built in the area where once stood Heraclaea. The grandfather, who was learned in Greek, translated the manuscript but left it unpublished, seeing little use in "reminding Italians that they once were virtuous, powerful, happy … the inventors of almost all knowledge that adorns human spirit", when in contrast at present they consider "glory to be the disciples of foreigners". 25 The 25 Cuoco (2006) Cleobolus' trajectory retracing Italian origins makes for a peculiar travel narrative, in which reported speeches and dialogue largely displace touristic description. The tour of Taranto guided by the new friend Nearchus sets the tone: monuments mainly feature as starting points for ethical and political discussions -for example, the sculpted relief depicting the city's foundation story is hardly described and it is appreciated for the civic lessons it imparts, rather than for its artistic quality. Similarly, on the way from Metapontum to Locri, human encounters dominate, in lieu of descriptions of places.
Cuoco had little help from the ancient sources: but for a few pages in Dionysius of
Halicarnassus on the temple of Hera in Croton, there was certainly nothing like the work of Pausanias that Barthélemy, for example, abundantly drew upon in recreating ancient
Greece. Cuoco never visited Magna Graecia himself, nor had his most-quoted modern source, Mazzocchi, from whom he gleans references to foundational stories of sites and etymologies of place names. More striking, though, is that Cuoco never resorts to the recently published narratives by modern travelers to Magna Graecia -such as Riedesel (1773), Saint-Non (1781-6) and Swinburne (1783-5). These travelers had themselves struggled with a paucity of sources and hard-to-read ruins, yet still tried hard to give an 31 Cuoco (2006) Italian vicissitudes? Weren't the poems originally composed well before writing was practiced, and wasn't Italy at that time a more advanced civilization than Greece? The Metapontine stops short of providing final proof for an Italian Homer, and similarly, when the young men recount their discussion to Plato and other elders, they offer general praise of the Metapontine's arguments but choose to drink to Homer rather than settling the question. 39 This hesitant way of arguing, together with its surprising suggestion, has long been taken as a sign of Cuoco's scholarly outmodedness. But recent archival work has revealed, on the contrary, his great investment in modern Homeric scholarship and has recovered, following his lead, the work of otherwise forgotten Italian scholars who at 35 Calaresu (1997) 650-56. 36 Andreoni (2003) 234-44. 37 Andreoni (2003) 242-3. 38 Graziosi (2002) 51-89. 39 Cuoco (2006) Cuoco's vision of an original Etruscan preeminence had precedents in the 18 thcentury Tuscan school that Mazzocchi also echoed in his interpretation of the temples of 40 Andreoni (2003) heart won over intellect" in understanding. 46 Plato's final letter to Cleobolus, moreover, recalls some of his ancient model's guidelines for the good life. But the emphasis on the danger of fratricidal divisiveness for the good of a people, the parental language used to describe the political community, and the role given to conjugal love as its core speak rather to Italian Risorgimento tropes.
The investment in the nation also lies behind the differences between Anacharsis and the Plato in Italy, as the meticulously recreated classical Greece of the first gives way to the ancient Italy of the second, imagined by and large through didactic rhetoric, and designed to inspire a vision of future national unification. This divergence was inscribed already in Cuoco's framing, in which he writes of Italians' need for "popularizing books" of the sort Barthélemy had offered France. 47 But, while Barthélemy's Athens certainly reminded readers of contemporary Paris, it was not meant exclusively for Frenchmen, as 43 Cuoco (2006) Italy is similar to a vast building ruined by time, the might of waters and the assaults of earthquakes; here a huge pillar still towers in its entirety, there only half a portico survives; on the ground in between them lies a mass of rubble, columns, rocks, precious remains, ancient but that today are no more than ruins … Yet if you observe closely, with care and perseverance, you will notice that the rocks in these piles of ruins every day change their location; they are never today where you left them yesterday; and I think I detect a sort of internal ferment and the hand of an unknown architect at work to erect a new building.
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Ruins are interesting to the extent that they promise national regeneration, and this interests Cuoco more than the historical recreation of old monuments. In fact the site that elicits his most involved description is the desolate plain where once Sybaris stood, and where the scattered ruins hold the memory of this great city's destruction. Yet for all these differences, Cuoco, envisioning a new country after a failed revolution, held Cuoco (1999) ii 164-66. 59 Barthélemy (1819) 83-95. 60 This theme is extensively researched in Waquet (1989) ; see also De Francesco LXVI-LXIX.
Mazzocchi, but also Minervini and Fortis, with their Homeric and geological studies. In a later article, Cuoco wrote that the ancient history of the homeland was the most useful study not only for the philosopher but also for the citizen -"for other peoples it can just be object for mere literary curiosity: but for us it is the study of our things … which one day we will be able to achieve again if dedicated observation will inspire a desire for emulation … don't we after all inhabit the same soil?" Lauding Joseph Bonaparte's establishment of a new Academy of History and Antiquity, Cuoco lamented that glorious scholars like Mazzocchi had passed away: "Mazzocchi is no more, but don't' we inhabit a classical land? Isn't in our country every stone famous for a great name? Don't we hear at every step the voice of our ancestors who call us to contemplate their work, which has survived the passing of time and barbarism?" 61 The association is significant: the scholars' relation to monuments is so entwined that they seem themselves to become national heritage.
The peculiarity of Italian classical scholarship has to do in part with the strange place in which it was put by the cultural politics of the country's unification. Cuoco (1999) ii, 117.
